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Apple employs the strategy of building customer satisfaction with the quality products. Apple is not just
intimate with their consumers but there is a real sense of community among users of its main product lines.
Get support by choosing your product below. The press releases and blogs were posted and iPhone was in 60
million web pages across web. The market in India is very friendly to various products produced by Apple.
Apple Annual Reports, The company has trained nearly k workers on human rights and responsibility of the
managers. Evidently, India is one of the international markets witnessing an influx of competitors who are
offering high quality products at relatively lower prices for middle class consumers. It strengthens user
trueness Apple has a stigmatization scheme that focuses on the emotions. The company made successful
relations with media firms and Steve CEO shares new ideas with public during occasions as suggested in fig 7.
The best buy approach can be successful in markets where the consumers already have the information about
the potential prices and the quality of products that they expect to get for their money. The objectives of
marketing plans are determined â€¦show more contentâ€¦ One must first decide on a place where to introduce
the product, and then, according to the location, the price of the product should fall in place. Brand
consciousness plays a cardinal function in constructing trade name equity. The global market for tablets has
continued to expand since the first tablet had rolled in the market more than five years ago. The other factor is
high pricing that has been the hallmark of Apple products. Ireland et al, 6. Organization requires developing
effective distribution system to provide product at right place at right time. These products are different from
ea ch others because Apple provides latest technology, different features and hardware specification in their
product. The high-end market in India is small compared to the European and the North American markets.
We believe in hat are genuinely of import andsaying no to s of undertakings. India has mostly young
consumers, which requires that companies selling their products on this market consider the purchasing power
of the youth as the major target market. All big brands like Sony, Nokia, LG etc. Technology in marketing is
important in giving a company a competitive advantage in the contemporary business environment. We
believe in deep coaction and cross innovate in a manner that others can non.


